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Chapter 1. Introduction and summary

In the papers [1-4] of R.W. Hopper and J. de Graaf, there are given some exact so
lutions of the shape evolution of a two-dimensional piece of viscous matter driven by
surface tension on the free boundary. After making some assumptions and approxima
tions (see also [5]), they described such a physical system with the following equations:

all = :p} la
in nt

V'll = 1b

Tn. = -kn. on ant 2

where:

• all the quantities are scaled such that they are dimensionless

• nt denotes the domain at time t

• the dependency on the Gallilean coordinates (x, y, t) E nt x JR C JR3 is surpressed
in the notation

• ll, p, T, !! and k denote the hydrodynamical velocity, the hydrostatical pressure, the
stress tensor, the outpointing normal and the curvature of ant respectively.

The derivation of the evolution equation for the change of the shape in time is then
based on complex analysis. The starting point is to solve Stokes' equations la, b in
terms of holomorphic functions.

An analogous treatment of the three-dimensional problem may be based on hypercom
plex analysis. The starting point would then be to solve Stokes' equations in three
dimensions in terms of left monogenic functions ([6, 7]). That is exactly what will
be done in this paper: we will show that the general solution of Stokes' equations on
three-dimensional, special x-normal domains can be represented by two left monogenic
functions.

In Chapter 2 we start with rewriting Stokes' equations in a Cauchy-Riemann-like form.
This can be compared with the so-called Kolosov-Muskhelishvili method ([8, 9]). It
will lead to an equation which can be written as:

D2 DF = O. 3

The general solution of this equation in terms of left monogenic functions will be
derived in Chapter 3. As it will not cost more effort, we actually will solve a more
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general equation. In Chapter 4 we will return to Stokes' equations and prove the
already mentioned result.

The structure of the chapters is the same: we first recapitulate the known solutions
of the two-dimensional problems and then try to copy these solutions for the three
dimensional analogous problems.

For the readers who are not familiar with Clifford analysis, some of the definitions and
results are given in the Appendix.
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Chapter 2. Stokes' equations in Cauchy-Riemann-like
forlll

Section 1. Two spatial dimensions

As is already stated in the introduction, we want to solve Stokes' equations:

la

Ib

where Q = (VI, V2) and p are smooth functions on a domain Sl C JR2. One easily argues
that if VI, v2 and p are assumed to be in class C2(Sl), then they are in class COO(Sl),
using the fact that D. commutes with 0% and 011 and the fact that D. is a hypoelliptical
operator.

One can solve the Equations la, b in a way similar to the one Muskhelishvili in his
book [8] solves equations from the theory of plane elasticity. This method, together
with the well-known result, is given in Paragraph 1 as "the standard method". We will
discuss it in Paragraph 2 and conclude that there is a need for an alternative approach
if we want to generalize the result.

2.1. The standard method

It is known that if Sl is a simply connected domain, then for each divergence free
vectorfield ~ = (qI' q2) on Sl, there exists a differentiable function T on Sl such that:

2

As we will need this result, the domain Sl on which Stokes' equations are given, is
assumed to be simply connected. Therefore, there exists a stream function 'I/J - which
is determined up to a constant - defined by the relation:

The function p can be written as:

p = D.l{)

3

4

where l{) is an auxiliary function which is yet determined up to a harmonic function.
Substituting the Identities 3 and 4 into Equation la leads to:
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(6.t/J)y = (6.ep)z

(6.t/J)z = -(~ep)!I .

5a

5b

These equations are immediately recognized as the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the
function ~<p +i~t/J. Defining:

F =ep + it/J , 6

this is equivalent with stating that 6.F is holomorphic. This implies, among other
things, that ep and t/J are biharmonic:

7

It can be shown (see [9] or Chapter 3) that this in turn implies the existence of holo
morphic functions P = Pt + iP2, X = Xl + iX2, f) = f)l + if)2, W = Wt +W2 such
that:

ep = XPI +YP2 +Xl = Re(Zp +X)

t/J = xf)2 - yf)l +W2 = Im(zf) +w)

where z = x + iy. Substituting this in Equations 5a, b leads to:

(~tP)!I - (6.p)z = (4f)2,z)y - (4pz,y)z = 0 => PZ,xy = f)2,x!I

(~t/J)x - (~p)y = (-4f)1,y)x + (4Pl,x)y =0 => Pl,xy = f)l,xy .

8a

8b

9a

9b

Using the harmonicity of pI, Pz, f)t and f)z, the solution of these partial derivative
equations is easily found:

where Cl and C2 are complex constants. The functionF can thus be written as:

F =zf) +Xl + iW2 +Re(Ct ZZ +C2z) ,

or, defining:

J = (ReCdz + f)

Xl =Re(Czz) +Xl

and omitting the tildes, as:

F = zf) + Xl + iW2 •

10

11

12a

12b

13
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Although this looks like a nice result, the reader may feel himself a bit uncomfortable
since there is a lot of arbitrariness in the function t.p and hence in F. This arbitrariness
can be removed by choosing a special auxiliary function t.p. The most special one is
the so-called Airy function, its definition and properties will be given below.

Firstly, it is remarked that the stress tensor T has the following matrix form:

14

The two rows of this matrix can be viewed as divergence free vector fields as is easily
checked. So, using the simply connectedness of n again, there exists functions TI and
T2 such that:

15

The symmetry of T - corresponding to the conservation of angular momentum - leads
to:

16

Hence there exists a function t.p, called the Airy function, such that:

and:

17

(

-(71111
T=

(7xy

(7X1l )

-(7xx
18

The function u has the important property that (7/2 can serve as an auxiliary function
t.p as in Equation 4:

p =-1/2TrT =~ 1/2(7. 19

Moreover, the Airy function (7 is related to the stream function 'I/; by the following
relations:

1/2( t.p::x - t.p~1I) = VI,x - V2,1I = 2'1/;x1l

t.pxy =vI,1I + v2,x = tPlI1I - '1/;:::: •

Substituting these relations into the equations 8a, b leads to:

W2,x1l =XI,xx = X2,xl/

W2,1I1I =XI,::1I =X2,1Il/ •

20a

20b

2la

21b
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Solving these partial derivative equations, using the harmonicity of both W2 and X2,

leads to the following solution:

22

where CI,2,3 are real constants. The function F can thus be written as:

or, defining:

11 = '0 +1/2(C2 - icI)

X=X + 1/2(C2 + iCI)Z +C3

and omitting the tildes, as:

F = 'Oz +X .

23

24a

24b

25

As F contains all the information of the state, we thus have found a way to describe
that system with only two holomorphic functions.

Remark 1. Along the way, some constants were removed by including them into
the linear parts of the functions '0 and X (see Equations 12a, band 24a, b). These
linear parts are not interesting from the dynamical point of view because they corre
spond to a constant pressure, a constant rotation and a constant rigid body motion.
To understand this, take:

{} = az +b

X =cz +d

and calculate the physical quantities by differentiating:

VI = 2 Im(a)y +Re(c) - Re(b)

V2 = -2 Im(a)x - Im(b) - Im(c)

p =2 Re(a) .

26a

26b

27a.

27b

27c

Remark 2. The simple calculation of Remark 1 shows that the functions '0 and X
are not uniquely determined by the physical quantities (as dEC in Equation 38b
does not appear in the Equations 27a., b, c). However, one checks that t/J and rp are
determined by the physical quantities up to a real constant and up to a reallinar func
tion respectively. So, if we fix the constant term b of the function {} by the rigid body
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motion (see Equations 27a, b), then fJ is completely determined and X is determined
up to a linear function. (If we fix the linear term cz in X by the rigid movement (see
again Equations 27a, b), then both fJ and X are determined up to a constant.) In
case we identify physical systems which differ only by a constant pressure, a constant
rigid body motion and a constant rotation, the functions fJ and X are determined up
to linear functions.

Remark 3. To illustrate the effect of a constant rotation, consider a disk of a viscous
matter with radius R rotating on the origin of the coordinates with constant angular
velocity w. In combination with the boundary condition 2, Stokes' equations la, b
have the following solution:

1l = (-wy,wx) ; P= "'fIR. 28

So, the pressure p is constant and the particles in the disk accelerate with an arbitrary
amount without a force. This can be explained by the following. Stokes' equations
can be derived from Navier-Stokes' equations by making some assumptions. These
equations read:

pDJd.= -Vp+77~Jd.

V·Jd.=O

where:

• p is the constant density of mass

• D denotes the total derivative:

av
Dv = -= +(v . V)v- at - -

• 77 is the viscosity constant.

The assumptions made to get Stokes' equatons are:

• the Suratman number

P1
NII =2"R

77

is relatively sma.ll

• the Bond number

is relatively small, where R is a length in the order of the diameter of Q.

29

30

31

32

33
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Without making these assumptions, the pressure in the rotating disk is found by solving
the Equations 29 and 30:

.!l = (-wy,wz)

P = "'fIR +1/2w2p(z2 + y2 - R2) •

It is then clear that if

34a

34b

35

is large, the number Ns is not relatively small and the reduction to Stokes' equation
is not allowed.

2.2. The alternative method

The method explained in the previous paragraph uses the symmetry of the stress tensor
explicitly. It leads to the introduction of the Airy function. As such function has not
an analogue in the more dimensional case, we need a different approach to Stokes'
equations.

To start with, let us rewrite the equations in another form. This can be done using the
language of complex analysis, introducing the operators az and ai . However, in order
to make the analogy between the two- and three-dimensional cases more transparent,
we will use the language of Clifford analysis. The operator D is defined by:

36

(see also the Appendix). A vector ~ = (q},q2) is identified with the Clifford number

q =ql + tq2 E Clo1 ~ C.- , 37

In the same way, a vector field is identified with the corresponding Clifford algebra
valued function.

The property of .!l being divergence free is now expressed by:

(Dv)o =0 38

where - denotes Clifford conjugation and where ( )0 denotes the scalar part. The
Equations la, 3 and 4 can be written as:

DD.!l = Dp

.!l = -Dt'I/J

P = DD<p.

39a

39b

39c
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From Equation 39a one concludes that:

g:= p-D11.

is left monogenic. Combining the Equations 39 and 40 leads to:

DDtt/J = -DJ1. = 9 - P = 9 - DDV' .
So:

and as 9 is left monogenic, F := V' + tt/J satisfies

DDDF=O.

40

41

42

43

At this point two questions remain to be answered. Firstly, what is the general solution
of Equation 43? Secondly, how do we reduce the arbitrariness in the function F (i.e.
how do we gauge V' to the Airy function O")? Before we will answer these questions,
we will deduce the same Equation 43 in the three-dimensional case.

Section 2. Three spatial dimensions

Consider Stokes' equations in three dimensions:

where 11. =(VI, V2, va) and p are smooth functions on a domain n c JRa.

IT n is assumed to be 2-connected, there exists a vectorfield t/J on n such that:

11.=-v/\t/J.

44a

44b

45

This vectorfield t/J is determined up to a gradient; that is: if t/J satisfies the Identity 45,
then also does: - -

ib=t/J+v/

where / is an arbitrary smooth function. Now, if / satisfies:

46

47

then ib is divergence free. As there certainly exists a function / satisfying Equation
47, wemay write, omitting the tilde:
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where'!!!.. is determined up to a gradient of a harmonic function. 

As in Equation 4, we write: 

p == Ac.p 

where c.p is an auxiliary function determined up to a harmonic function. 

48 

49 

The Equations 44-49 can be rewritten using the language of Clifford analysis. Follow
ing [6], we use the algebra. C1o.2 ~ HI. The operator D is defined by: 

50 

(see also the Appendix). A vector 9. = (Ql,Q2,1]3) is identified with the Clifford number 

The Equations 44a, 48 and 49 become respectively: 

Defining: 

DD;Q = Dp 

Q= -Dt'!!!.. 

p == DDc.p • 

F :== c.p + tt/J 

and combining the Relations 52a, b, c, we get: 

DDDF == O. 

51 

52a 

52b 

52c 

53 

Again two questions remain to be answered: What is the general solution of equation 
53 and how can the arbitrariness in F be reduced? These questions will be answered 
in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. 
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Chapter 3. Solutions of nn jjmf = 0

In Chapter 2 we met some partial differential equations which could be written as:

DnfJml =0 n,m E IN 1

where I is an algebra valued function on a domain n c JRq, q =2,3. In this chapter
we give the general solution of these equations in terms of left monogenic and anti-left
monogenic functions. In Section 1 we do this for the case q = 2, replacing the words
"left monogenic" by "holomorphic", the number L by i, etc., although we still use the
operator D = 28i • In Section 2 we solve Equation 1 in the case q =3. It turns out
that we need an unexpected condition on the domain n. This is discussed in Section 3.

Section 1. Two dimensions

Proposition 1. The complex conjugation of a holomorphic (anti-holomorphic) func
tion is anti-holomorphic (holomorphic).

Proof.

DI=O=*DI=Dj=O

DI =0 =* T5] =Dj =0 .

2a

2b

o

Proposition 2. Let f be a holomorphic (anti-holomorphic) function defined on a sim
ply connected domain n c JR2. Then there exists a holomorphic (anti-holomorphic)
function F on n such that:

fJF=f (DF = f) . 3

Proof. A direct proof of this well-known proposition can be found in e.g. [10]. We
will show here that the proposition is a special case of the Rham's theorem. Let the
holomorphic function I be decomposed as:

1= p+ iq 4

where p and q are real continuously differentiable functions on n. The Cauchy-Riemann
equations read:

5
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These equations imply that the complex-valued I-form w defined on S1 by:

w = pdz = (p+ iq)(dx + idy)

is closed:

dw = o.

6

7

As S1 is simply connected, every closed I-form is exact (this is the Rham's theorem:
H l (S1) is trivial, hence H l (S1) is trivial). Hence, there exists a complex valued differ
entiable function F = P + iQ such that:

The Equations 6 and 8 are equivalent with:

8

DF= 0, iJF =f . 9

The corresponding proposition for an anti-holomorphic function f follows from this
result and Proposition 1. 0

This last proposition is the main ingredient for the construction of the general so
lution of Equation 1.

Proposition 3. Let nand m be two integers not both equal to zero, let S1 C JR2 be
a simply connected domain in ]R2 and let f be a complex-valued (n +m)-continuously
differentiable function on S1 satisfying:

DniJmf =o. 10

Then there exist holomorphic functions Die, k =1, ... , n and anti-holomorphic functions
hie, k =1, ... , m such that:

n m

f = L zle-l Die +L zle-l hie •
Ie=l Ie=l

11

Proof. The statements for n = 1, m = 0 and n = 0, m = 1 are trivial. The statement
for every pair n, m (not both equal to zero) can now be proven by two inductions.
Only the following step is proven: if the statement holds for a certain pair n, m, then
it holds also for the pair n, m + Ii the other step goes similarly.

So assume that if a function f on S1 satisfies DniJmf = 0, then it can be written in
the form of Formula 11. Consider the equation:

12
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There exist holomorphic functions gk, k =1, ... , nand anti-holomorphic functons hk,
k =1, ... , m such that:

n m

lJf = ~ zk-l gk +~ zk-l hk .

k=l k=l

13

The simply connectedness of 0, together with Proposition 2, assures that there exist
holomorphic functions Gk, k = 1, ..., n such that:

lJGk =gk k = 1, ... , n . 14

One checks that the function F defined by:

n m+l k-l

F = L zk-l Gk +L 2(~ _ 1) hk- l
k=l k=2

is a particular solution of equation 13:

15

n m

"" -k-l +"" k-l hLJ Z gk LJ Z k·
k=l k=l

Hence:

lJ(J - F) =0

and there exists an anti-holomorphic function h, such that:

f =F +hi .

16

17

18

From the Equations 15 and 18, it follows that f indeed can be written in the form of
Formula 11 for the pair n, m +1. 0

Remark 1. The reverse of this Proposition 3 also holds: if f is a function given
by Formula 11, then f satisfies Equation 10. This is easily proven by a direct calcula
tion, using the fact that every (anti-) holomorphic function on 0 is in COO(O).

Remark 2. Special cases of Proposition 3 are:

• n = m = 1: a complex-valued harmonic function can be written as the sum of
a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic function. One easily shows that a real
harmonic function can be written as the real part of a holomorphic function.
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• n =2, m = 1: a function I satisfying D 2 jjI =0 can be written as:

1= zg2 +gl +h

with gl,2 holomorphic and h anti-holomorphic.

• n =m =2: a complex-valued biharmonic function I can be written as:

19

20

with gl,2 holomorphic and h1,2 anti-holomorphic. If I is real, it can be written as:

Using Proposition 1, it is clear that such a function can also be written as:

22

with k1,2 holomorphic (cf. Equation 8 of Chapter 2).

Remark 3. The general solution of Equation 10 can also be written in the form:

n m

I = L xle
-

1 gle +L xle
-

1 hie
Ie=l Ie=l

23

with gle, k =1, ... , n holomorphic and hie, k =1, ... , m anti-holomorphic. For example,
the function I : JR2 - C given by:

I(x, y) = x2 +ixy

satisfies D2 I =0 and can be decomposed in two ways:

I =1/2 ZZ + 1/2 z2 =xz •

24

25

The content of Proposition 3 is essentially the existence of the functions g,,, k = 1, ... , n
and hi" k =1, ..., m. The proposition does not state to which amount these functions
are determined. However, with use of the next proposition, one deduces that D/c is
determined up to a polynomial in z of order m - 1 while hie is determined up to a
polynomial in z of order n - 1.

Proposition 4. Let n be a domain in JR2 and let I be a holomorphic (anti-holomorphic)
function on n satisfying:



nE1Vj{O}.

15

26

Then f is a polynomial in z (in z) of order n - 1.

Section 2. The three-dimensional case

In this section we will generalize the results of the previous section for the three
dimensional case; that is, we will solve the equation D"iJm I = 0, with D the gen
eralized Cauchy-Riemann operator, in terms of left monogenic and anti-left mono
genic functions. There turn out to be two difficulties. Firstly, roughly speaking left
monogenic functions correspond to closed 2-forms and therefore surface integrals are
preferred above line integrals (see for instance the generalized Cauchy theorem as for
mulated in [6]). Secondly, the algebra CO•2 ~ III is not commutative. The element 1
in the basis {1,el,e2,t} of CO.2 is the only one which commutes with a.Il the others.
For this reason, and because of the form of D, it should not come as a surprise that
the variable x will play a special role. This will come to appearance in the restriction
on the domain n on which the equation D"iJmI = 0 is solved. It turns out that the
construction of the general solution of this equation is relatively easy if n is special
x-normal.

Definition 1. A domain n c JR3 is ca.Iled x-normal (with respect to a plane V : x = a)
if there is a plane V : x =a such that every line segment connecting a point in n with
its perpendicular projection on V lies entirely in n.

Definition 2. A domain n c JR3 is called special x-normal if it is x-normal with
respect to a plane V : x =a such that V n n is simply connected.

For example, some tori are x-normal but they are not special x-normal tori.

For the construction of the solutions of D" ]jmI = 0, we need the following two propo
sitions.

Proposition 1. The grade involution of a left monogenic (anti-left monogenic) func
tion is anti-left monogenic (left monogenic).

Proof.

DF = 0 => 1JF = DE' = 0

]jF = 0 => DF = DE' =0 .

27a

27b

o

Proposition 2. Let I be a left monogenic (anti-left monogenic) function on a special
x-normal domain n c JR3. Then there exists a left monogenic (anti-left monogenic)
function F such that:

DF = I (DF = f). 28
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Proof. Let

29

be a left monogenic function on O. It is proven in [6] that this implies that the real
functions p, qt, q2 and r are harmonic. We will prove the existence of functions P, Qt,
Q2 and R such that:

satisfies

30

DF= 0, DF = f . 31

Let V : x = a be the plane to which respect 0 is special x-normal. Consider the
following Poisson equation for a function h on V n 0:

ti.h = h,yy(y,z) +h,zz(y,z) = -tn,z(a,y,z) =

pz(a,y,z)-ry(a,y,z) , 32

where the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations are used (cr. the Appendix). It can
be proven (d. [12]) that as -q2,z E COO(V n 0) there does indeed exist a solution
h E C2(O n V) of this equation. Next, consider the following set of coupled partial
differential equations for a function f, on V n 0:

It,y(y, z) = p(a, y, z) - h,z(y, z)

fl,z(y,Z) =r(a, y,z) +h,y(y,z).

33a

33b

By elementary methods, one proves that there does exist a solution It E C1(V nO) as
V n 0 is simply connected and as the condition of compatibility is satisfied:

(p - h,z)z =pz - h,zz =pz +h,lIlI - pz + ry =(r +h,y),,I .

As 0 is x-normal, the following functions are well defined:

z

QI(X, y, z) =It(y, z) +Jql(e, y, z)tJe
(I

z

Q2(X, y, z) = h(y, z) +Jq2(e, y, z)tJe .
(I

Using the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equation again, one checks:

34

35a

35b



Ql' Y +Q2, Z =P

-Q2,Y +Q},Z = r

17

36

In the same way, one constructs functions P and R satisfying:

P,I +R:6 =-ql

-R, +P:6 = -q2
37

Substituting the Equations 36 and 37 into Equation 30, one finds:

DF=O DF =f . 38

The statement between brackets can be proved by using this result and Proposition 1.0

Example. The function

39

is left monogenic on JR3. Let us construct a left monogenic function F such that
DF = f. The Equations 33a, b for V : x = 0 become:

/t,y +h,z =-1/2 (y2 + z2)

/t,z-h,y=O

or, with w = y + iz:

{)w(fl + ih) =-1/4 ww .

A solution of this equation is given by:

So the Equations 39a, b become:

Ql =1/2 x2y =1/8 y(y2 +z2)

Q2 = 1/2 x2z + 1/8 Z(y2 +z2) .

Constructing P and R in a similar way, we find:

40a

40b

41

42

43a

43b

F = 1/2 {1/3 x3 - 1/2(y2 +Z2)x + (1/2 x2y - 1/8 y(y2 +Z2») el

+ (1/2 x2z - 1/8 z(y2 + z2)e2} . 44
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Before the analogue of Proposition 3 of Section 1 is given, it is remarked that the non
commutativity of CO,2 spoils the Leibniz-rules. However, if I(x) is a Cg,2 ~ lR-valued
differentiable function of the variable x, then the following Leibniz-rules hold for all
differentiable functions 9 =g(x, y, z):

D(J(x)g) = (D I(x»)g + I(x) Dg

D(J(x)g) = (D I(x»)g +l(x)Dg .

45a

45b

Proposition 3. Let n and m be two integers not both equal to zero, let n C lR3 be a
special x-normal domain and let I be a Clo,2-valued (n+m)-continuously differentiable
function on n satisfying:

Then there exist left monogenic functions g,,, k = 1, ... , n and anti-left monogenic
functions h,,, k =1, ... , m such that:

n m

1= L xle
-

1
gle +L xle

-
1 hie . 47

1e=1 1e=1

Proof. The statements for n = 1, m =0 and n =0, m = 1 are trivial. The statement
for an arbitrary pair n, m can then be proven by two inductions. Only the following
step is proven: if the statement holds for a certain pair n, m then it holds also for the
pair n, m + 1, the other induction step goes similarly.

Consider the equation:

48

There exist left monogenic functions g/c, k = 1, ..., n and anti-left monogenic functions
hie, k =1, ... , m such that:

n m

DI = L x le
-

1
gle +L x le

-
1 hie •

1e=1 1e=1

Next, consider the following n coupled partial differential equations:

49

DGn =gn

DGi + iGi+l = gi , i = 1, ... , n - 1 .

50a

50b

With the aid of Proposition 1, one argues that there is a set of left monogenic functions
GIe, k = 1, ... , n satisfying the Equations 50. One then checks that the well-defined
function



" m+l "-1

F:= L X"-1 G" + L : -1 h"-1
"=1 "=2

is a particular solution of Equation 25:

n m+l

L: {(k - l)x"-2 G" + x"-1 DG,,} + L x"-2 h"-1 =
"=1 "=2
n-l m+l

L: {kX"-1 Gk+l + x"-1 DG,,} +x,,-1 DGn + L: x"-2 h"-1 =
"=1 "=2

n m

L: X"-1 g" +L x"-1 hIe .

"=1 "=1
Hence:

D(J - F) =0

and there exists an anti-left monogenic function ho on n such that:

19

51

52

53

f=F+1to. 54

From the Identities 51 and 52, the Relation 47 follows for the pair n, m + 1. 0

Remark 1. The reverse of this proposition also holds: if f is a function which
can be written in the form of Formula 47, then f satisfies Equation 46. This is easily
proven by a direct calculation using the fact that every (anti- ) left monogenic function
is harmonic.

Remark 2. Special cases of Proposition 3 are:

• n = m = 1: a Clo,:rvalued harmonic function f can be written as the sum of a left
monogenic function 9 and an anti-left monogenic function h. If f is real, it is the
scalar part of a left monogenic function:

f = (g +h)o = (g + 11,)0 • 55

Compare this to Proposition 8.6 in [6], where it is shown that every real harmonic
function on a star-shaped dOIpain can be written as the scalar part of a left mono
genic function.

• n = 2, m = 1: the general solution of Equation 53 in Chapter 2 is given by:

F = xgl +g2 +h

with gl and g2 left monogenic and h anti-left monogenic.

56
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Now that we know that the functions 91e, k =1, ..., n and hie, k =1, ..., m in Proposi
tion 3 do exist, we may ask to which extent they are determined. To answer this, we
need the general solution of iJmI =DI =0 and DmI = iJI =o.

Proposition 4. Let m be a positive integer and let I be a (anti-) left monogenic
function on an x-normal domain n c JR3 satisfying:

57

Then there exist Ct,2-valued functions 8j, j = 1, ... , m and Pj, j = 1, ... , m, anti
holomorphic with respect to the variable w =y + tZ such that:

= ~ ~ xj-Ie (e1 )Ie-l w[(Ie-l)/2] ([jf2]-[1c/2J) (fj/2]-[1c/2J) • _ Ie-I
I ~ LJ C_ k)! 2 [(k _ 1)/2]! {8j + tj ell « 1) ) ,

1=1 1e=1 J

58

where, for a function q of the variable w:

n E IN . 59

Proof. In the case m =1, I satisfies:

Bxl = 1/2 (D +iJ)1 = 0

Bwl =-1/4 el(D - iJ)1 =0 .

Decomposing I as:

60a

60b

it is clear from Equation 60a that P, q}, q2 and r and hence 81 and tl do not depend
on the variable x. Moreover, Equation 60b implies that both 81 and tl are anti
holomorphic with respect to w. So I can indeed be written in the form of Formula 58
for m = 1.

The proposition can now be proven by induction. Assume that for a fixed m E IN/{O}
the solution of Equation 57 is of the form of Formula 58. Now consider the Equation:

iJm+l I =DI = 0 => iJm(jjJ) =D( jjJ) =0 . 62

So there are functions 8j, tj, j =1, ..., m, anti-holomorphic with respect to w, such
that:

_ _ ~ ~ xj-Ie (e1)Ie-l W[(Ie-l)/2] ([jf2]-[1e/2J) (fj/2]-[1e/2])
DI - ~ LJ (. _ k)! 2" [(k -1)/2]! {8j + tj ell .

1=1 1e=1 J .
63
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We will construct a left-monogenic function F satisfying DF =DI. First, construct
functions 5j, Tj, j = 1, ..., m such that:

Ow5j = si owTi =ti

Ow 5i =0111 Ti =0
j =1, ..., m . 64

(We can construct them by integration in a y, z-plane on which n is projected; Propo
sition 2 of Section 1 then assures that these functions exist.)

Next define for j = 1, ..., m:

{

2s'
U"+l = )

) 25·
)

Then define:

j even

j odd {
2t·

l'i+l = )
2Tj

j even

j odd
65

_ ~ ~ xi-Ie (el ) Ie-I w[(Ie-I)/2] ([j/2]-[1e/2]) ([j/2]-[1e/2]) _
F - ~ Li (. _ k)! 2" (k _ 1)/2]! {Uj +"i ell -

)=2 Ie=l J

~ ~ xiH - 1e (el )Ie-l w[(Ie-I)/2] ([j+l/2]-[1e/2]) ([j+1/2]-[1e/2])
f;t tt. (j +1- k)!"2 [(k - 1)/2]! {Uj+l +Vi+l ell .

66

One checks:

_ ~ ~ xj-Ie (el ) Ie-I w[(Ie-l)/2] ([j+l/2]-[1e/2]) ([j+l/2]-[1e/2])
Ox F - {;;t f:r (j - k)!"2 [(k -1)/2]! {Uj+l +Vi+l ell

61

and

0111 F =

~{~ x i +l
-

Ie
(el ) Ie-I _ (W[(Ie-l)/2] ([j+l]/2-[1e/2]) «(j+l]/2-[1e/2]) )

~ Li (j +1 _ k)! 2" 0111 [(k _ 1)/2]! {Uj+l +"i+l ell
)=1 Ie=l,even

~ xiH - 1e (el ) Ie-I (w[(Ie-l)/2] «(j+l]/2-[1e/2]) «(j+l]/2-[1c/2]) )}_
+ Li ( .+1- k)'"2 Ow (k _ 1)/2]' {Uj+l +Vi+l el}-

Ie=l,odd J. .

~{~ xj+l-Ie (el ) Ie-I w[(Ie-l)/2] «(j+ll/2-[1e/2]+l) «(j+l]/2-[1e/2]+l)
~ Li (j +1- k)!"2 [(k _ 1)/2]! {Uj+l +"i+l el}
)=1 1e=2,even

~ x jH- 1e (el ) Ie-I w[(Ie-l)/2]-1 ([j+l]/2-[1e/2]) «(j+l/2]-[1e/2])
+ Li (j +1- k)!"2 ([k _ 1)/2]- I)! {Uj+l +"i+l ell =

1c=3,odd .
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m i '-k k [k/2]
'"' {'"' X

J
(e1) ~{U~[i+ll/2-[k+l/2]+l) + V~Li+l/2]-[k+I/2]+I) e }

~ LJ (j _ k)! 2 [k/2]! J+l J+I 1
J=1 k=1,odd

+ ~ xi-k (e1)k w[k/2]-1 {U~Li+l]/2-[k+1/2])+ v.(Li+I/2]-[k+1/2]) e }} =
LJ (j _ k)! 2 ([k/2] _ I)! J+l J+I 1

k=2.even

e1 ~ ~ Xi-Ie (e1)k-l w[k-1/2] {U~Li+l/2]-[k/2])+ VW+I/2]-[k/2]) }
2 ~ LJ (i - k)! 2 [k _ 1/2]! J+l J+I el .

)=1 k=I

68

The Equations 64-68 imply:

D(J - F) =D(J - F) =0 . 69

Hence, there are Ct,2-valued functions U1 and Vb anti-holomorphic with respect to w,
such that:

70

So f can indeed be written in the form of Formula 58 (for m -+ m +1). The statement
between brackets follows from this result, Proposition 1 and some minor algebraic ma
nipulations. 0

As is already stated, this Proposition 4 is useful if one wants to determine the func
tions 9k, hk in Proposition 3. We will not elaborate on this, or give the analogue of
Proposition 4 of Section 1, as it would not contribute much to the understanding of
the reader. To which extent the functions 9k and hk in Proposition 3 are determined,
might be clear from the following example.

Example. Let 9b 92, 91 and 92 be left monogenic functions and let hI and hI be
anti-left monogenic functions on a x-normal domain n such that:

Then:

72

and, by Proposition 4, there exist functions UI and VI, anti-holomorphic with respect
to the variable w = y + iz such that:

73
So:



and, by Proposition 4 again, there exist functions SIt t2, 82 and t2, anti-holomorphic
with respect to the variable w such that:

jj(9l- 91) = 92 - 92 = -(Ul +vlel) =>

jj2(9l - 91) = D(9l - 91) = 0

23

74

75

One checks:

One concludes from the Equations 71, 73, 75 and 76 that:

• «(1) (1)92 - 92 = -2 82 +t2 el)

91 - 91 = 81 + tIel + x(S~l) +4l
)et} + (~ )(S2 + t2el)

hI - hI = -{Sl + tIel - X(8~1) + t~l)et} + (~ )(82 + t2et}} .

76

77a

77b

77c

Section 3. Domains of primitives of left monogenic functions

In the previous sections the equation Dn[)m! = 0 was solved in the case of two
and three dimensions. Thereby, we restricted ourselves to domains of ! which were
simply connected (2 dimensions) or special x-normal (3 dimensions). One may ask as
whether such restrictions are necessary. This section gives a partial answer to that
question.

The Propositions 2 of Sections 1 and 2 are essential in the construction of the general
solution of the equation DRjjm! = OJ they stated which restrictions on a domain n
are sufficient for n to possess the following property:
For every left monogenic· (anti-left monogenic) function! on n, there exists a left
monogenic (anti-left monogenic) function F on n such that:

DF=! (DF = J) . 78

The question raised in the previous paragraph is answered if we know which restric
tions on n are necessary for n to possess this property. In the two-dimensional case,
we have the following proposition:

*In the tWlrdirnensional case "left monogenic" can be read as "holomorphic" (see aJso the
Appendix).
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Proposition 1. Let n c lR2 be a domain such that every holomorphic function
on n has a holomorphic primitive. Then n is simply connected.

Proof (sketch). (We will not strive for mathematical rigourj a fine proof can be fined
in every book on complex analysis.) Let n be a domain possessing the stated property
and let '1 be an arbitrary simple loop in n. We prove that the region inside '1 lies
entirely in n by showing that the assumption of the opposite leads to a contradiction.

We make the assumption that p E lR2 is inside '1 but it is not in n. Without loss of
generality we may assume that p = (0,0). The function

1
f(x,y) = --. = liz

x + ty
(x,y) En 79

is a properly defined, holomorphic function on n. As n possesses the mentioned
property, there exists a primitive F of f. This implies:

f fdz =0
.,

contradicting Cauchy's theorem:

f 1/zdz = 21ri .
.,

So the assumption must be false and n is simply connected.

80

81

o

One cannot prove an analogous statement for the three dimensional case in a simi
lar way due to the fact that there does not exist a relation between surface integrals
of a left monogenic function and the primitives of the function (although there does
exist an analogue of Cauchy's theorem). However, we can prove that domains n with
the mentioned property satisfy some restrictions on their shape.

Definition. A domain n c lR3 is called x-convex if every line segment connect
ing two points in n with equal y- and z-coordinates lies entirely in n.

Proposition 2. Let n c lR3 be a domain such that every left monogenic func
tion on n has a left monogenic primitive. Then n is x-convex.

Proof. We will prove the proposition by showing that the assumptions that n is not
x-convex but does have the stated property leads to a contradiction. Without any 10s8
of generality, we may assume that (Xli 0, 0), (X2' 0, 0) E n, with Xl > 0, X2 < 0, while
0= (0,0,0) ~ n.

The function

x - yel - ze2
e(x, y, z) = - 2 3 '

, r
(x,y,z)En 82
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with r = (x2 + y2 + Z2)!, is a properly defined, left monogenic function on O. By
assumption, there exists a function

83

84a, bDE=O.DE = e ,

such that

Among other things, this implies the existence of a function Q = Ql(X, y, z) such that:

~Q=O .

On 0 minus the x-axis, Q can be written as:

xy
Q(x,y,Z)=(2 2) +f(x,y,z).

y + z r

85

86

Substituting this equation into the Equation 17 leads to:

f:t: = 0, ~f=O .

One argues that f is a function of the variables y and z only, using the fact that the
harmonic extention of a harmonic function is uniquely determined. Therefore we write
f = f(x,y,z) = f(y,z).

As the function Q is harmonic on the whole domain 0, it is continuous in some neigh
borhoods of the points (Xl, 0, 0) and (X2' 0, 0). Therefore, the following limits converge:

lim Q(XltY,O) = lim 1/y + f(y,O)
y-o y-o

lim Q(X2,y,0) = lim -1/y + f(y,O).
y-o y-O

88a

88b

As the existence of one limit contradicts the existence of the other, the assumption
that 0 is not x-convex must be false. 0

Exercise. Find out why a similar reasoning does not hold in the two dimensional
case.

Proposition 3. Let 0 C JR3 be an x-normal domain such that every left mono
genic function on 0 has a left monogenic primitive. Then 0 is special x-normal.

Remark. There is still a gap between what is sufficient and what is necessary for a
domain 0 C JR3 to possess the property that every left monogenic function on 0 has a
left monogenic primitive. A typical example of a domain for which no statements are
made is the following:
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x

y

Example of a domain that is x-convex but not special X-nOllJlal.
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Chapter 4. Solutions of Stokes' equations

In Chapter 2 it was shown that if p and .!! satisfy Stokes' equations on a simply con
nected domain n c JR2 or a 2-connected domain n c JR3, then there exist functions
1.1' and 1/J such that:

p = ti.<p

1l. = -D£t/J

while the function F = 1.1' + £t/J satisfies:

DDiJF = o.

1a

1b

2

In Chapter 3 it was shown that in the two-dimensional case, a function F satisfying
Equation 2 on a simply connected domain n can be written as:

F = i{) +T 3

where {) is holomorphic and where T is a CIO,l-valued harmonic function. It was also
shown that in the three dimensional case, a function F satisfying Equation 3 on a
special x-normal domain n can be written as:

F = x{) + T 4

where {) is left monogenic and where T is a Clo,2-valued harmonic function.

In this chapter it will be shown that the solutions F in the Formulae 3 and 4 can be
reduced. That is, as 1.1' and t/J are not determined completely by the Relations la, b, it
is possible to "gauge" themsuch that F gets a simpler form. In the two-dimensional
case, this should be compared to the construction of the Airy function.

Section 1. The two-dimensional case

If the function 1.1' satisfies the Relation 1a on n then also does the function

5

where 9 is an arbitrary real harmonic function on n. So if we perform a gauge trans
formation:

1.1'-<;;=1.1'+9

t/J-t$=t/J,

6a

6b
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the transformed function:

7

can also be written in the form of Formula 3:

8

with J holomorphic and f harmonic. Then it is easily deduced that it is possible to
choose 9 such that:

X:= f- 9

is holomorphic. Hence F can be written as:

F = z'IJ+ X

with 'IJ and X holomorphic.

9

10

Remarks. The function cp + g, where 9 is chosen such that X is holomorphic, is
just the function (1/2 where (1 is the Airy function. Notice that it is also possible to
gauge 9 such that X in Relation 9 is anti-holomorphic. Notice furthermore that the
deduction of the result (Relation 10) is based on the analysis of a partial differential
equation ofthird order where the deduction as explained in Section 2.1 is based on the
analysis of a partial differential equation of fourth order.

Section 2. The three-dimensional case

If the functions cp and 1/J satisfy the Relations 1a and 1b on n respectively, then so do
the functions: -

!j)=cp+g

¢=1/J+Dj

lla

llb

where j and 9 are arbitrary real harmonic functions on n. So if we perform a gauge
transformation:

cp-ep=cp+g

1/J-¢=1/J+Dj.

The transformed function:

12a

12b

13
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Proposition. Let T be a Clo,2-valued harmonic function on a special x-normal domain
n C JR3. Then there exist real harmonic functions / and 9 such that:

with i? left monogenic and r harmonic. The next proposition actually states that /
and 9 can be gauged such that:

14

16

15

D(T +9 +£ D f) =0 .

i' = <p + £¢ + 9 + £ D / = xi? + f

x=r-9-£D/

is anti-left monogenic.

can be written as:

Proof. Decompose T as follows:

11

Let V : x = a be a plane as before (that is, n is special x-normal with respect to V)
and consider the following Poisson equations for 91 and F1 on n nV:

Ll91(Y,Z) = (TO,xx +Tl,yx +T2,zx)l(a,y,z)

LlF1(y,z) = (T12,xx +T2,yx +Tl,zx)l(a,y,z) •

18a

18b

As the terms at the right hand sides of the Equations 18 are smooth, solutions 91 and
F1 do exist.

Next define:

19a
with:

0'1 (Y, z) := (Tl,x - TO,y - T12,z)I(a,y,z) - 91,y(Y, z) - F1,z(Y, z) 19b

0'2(Y, z) := (T2,x - T12,JI - TO,z)I(a,y,z) - 91,z(Y, z) +F1,y(Y, z) . 19c

Using the harmonicity of T and the Relations 18 one checks by a straightforward
computation that 0' is an anti-holomorphic function with respect to the variable w =
Y + £z:

8w O' =0 . 20

As V n n is simply connected, there exists an anti-holomorphic function
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h =2(go - tFo)

such that:

owh = (f •

Then it is checked that the functions I and 9 properly defined on n by:

2130

21b

x

g(x, y, z) = - J(To,e +Tl,1I +T2,z)I(e,lI,z) de +gl(Y, z) +go(y, z) 2230
II

x

F(x, y, z) = J(-Tl2,e + T2,11 - Tl,z)I(e,lI,z) de +F1(y, z) +Fo(Y, z) 22b
II

satisfy:

6.g =0 , 6.F =0

gx = -(TO,x+ Tl,1I +T2,x)

Fx = -TI2,x +T2,II - Tl,z

gil +Fz = Tl,x - TO,II - T12,z

gz - FII = T2,x + T12,1I - TO,z .

Finally, one constructs a harmonic function I on n satisfying:

Ix =!F

and checks that the Identities 23 and 24 are equivalent with Identity 16.

2330, b

23c

23d

23e

23f

24

o

So we conclude that every solution of Stokes' equations on a special x-normal domain
n C JR3 can be represented by a function

F = x{) +X

with {) left monogenic and X anti-left monogenic (or Xmonogenic).

Section 3. Conclusions and final remarks

25

As the result of Section 1 is already known, we only formulate our result in the form
of a theorem for the three-dimensional case:

Theorem. Let p and !l be smooth functions satisfying Stokes' equations on a spe
cial x-normal domain n c JR3. Then there exist a left monogenic function {) and an
anti-left monogenic function X such that:

F == <p +£1/J := x{) +X 2630



Then p and .!l given by the Relations 26 are smooth functions satisfying Stokes' equa
tions.

31

29

27

30

28a

28b

28c

28d

o

31

26b

26c

Dd =0 .

xd +w = 9 + I, D / .

p = 2do,z

VI =xdo,z - XO,z

V2 = xdo,lI - d l - XI,x - X12,z

V3 = xdo,z - d2 - X2,z +X12,11

p =Ilcp

.!l = -I, D 'I/J •

Proposition 4 in 3.2 states that d can be written as:

Let Laplace's operator Il =Db act on both sides of this relation to get:

where d and X are decomposed in the standard way.

where 8 =81 +821, and t =tl +t21, are anti-holomorphic functions with respect to the
variable w = y + I,z. Hence:

The last question that will be answered is the following: which functions d and X
correspond to the trivial solutions of Stokes' equations?

Therefore, let / and 9 be arbitrary real harmonic functions and let d be left monogenic
and X be anti-left monogenic such that:

Proof. The proof of the first statement is already given, where it is remarked that
every special x-normal domain is 2-connected. The second statement can be proven
by a straightforward differentiation of the relations:

Conversely, if there are a left monogenic function d and an anti-left monogenic function
X such that:

x =9 + I, D / - x(8 +ted . 32
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Let the operator lJ act on both sides of this relation to get the following set of coupled
partial differential equations:

9z = 81

9'11 +Fz =-tt

gz - Fy = -t2

Fz = 82

where we defined:

F = 21z.

The Equations 33a and 33b are solved by:

9 = X8l +VI

F = XS2 - V2

33a

33b

33c

33d

34

35a

35b

where, as n is x-normal and as F and 9 are harmonic, VI and V2 are harmonic functions
in the variables y and z. Defining V = VI +LV2, the Equations 33b, c reduce to:

OwV = -1/2t. 36

Now, let T = T1 +LT2 denote the anti-holomorphic primitive of the function t, then V
can be written as:

v=-1/2T+u 37

where u is a holomorphic function with respect to the variable w. Integrating Relation
34 leads to:

where h is an arbitrary solution of:

~h(y,z) = -1/282 .

38

40

So, we conclude that all functions {) and X which correspond to the trivial solution of
Stokes' equations can be written as:

{) = s + tel 41a

W = XSt - xes + tet}-1/2Tt + Ul +LD(1/4x2S2 + 1/4T2x - 1/2u2X +h) 41b
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where 8, t, T, u and h are as stated above.

We end by formulating the following questions which may guide further study:

• Which functions {J and X correspond to the solutions of Stokes' equations where the
velocity 1l is the sum of a rigid body motion and a constant rotation?

• What is the necessary condition on a domain n c lR3 such that all left monogenic
functions on n have a left monogenic primitive?

• Can the final result - the theorem of this section - be used in solving the moving
boundary problem as given in Chapter 1?
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Appendix

A good introduction to Clifford algebra's can be found in e.g. [13] and [14]. A good
introduction to the subject of Clifford analysis is given in [6]. In this appendix we only
treat those few things which are used throughout this paper.

The Clifford algebra CIO,I is isomorphic to C(lR). Instead of i E C we write £ (as " can
be viewed as the pseudo-scalar):

£2 = -1 . 1

An element A = Ao+All.. E CIO,I; Ao, Al E lR can be decomposed in what is called
the scalar and the vectorial part:

A = (A)o+ (Ah

(A)o = Ao , (Ah = All.. .

2a

2b

This corresponds to the decomposition of a complex number into its real and its imag
inary part. The operation of grade involution is defined by:

A = (A)o - (Ah . 3

This corresponds to complex conjugation.

A function f on a domain n c lR2 with values in CIO,I is called left monogenic (or
holomorphic) if:

Df=O
with

It is called anti-left monogenic (or anti-holomorphic) if:

Df=O.

4

5

6

The Clifford algebra. C/O,2 is algebraically isomorhpic to m(JR), although its structure
is richer. Instea.d of i, j and k we write e}, e2 and £ for the sake of convenience:



9

12

13

10

11

15

16

14a

14b

14c

14d

8a

8b, c, d

35

7a

e2£ = -£e2 =el' 7b, c, d

DD =DD =~.

DI =0 .

A = (A)o - (All +(Ah .

AB=AB

lo~ - It.lI - 12,% =0

It~ + 10.11 + 112,% = 0

h~ - /12.11 +10,% =0

1l2~ +12.11 - /1,% = 0 .

e2 - e2 - .2 - -11- 2-" -

ele2 = -e2el = £ ,

A=(A)o+(Ah+(Ah

(A)o =Ao , (All =AIel +A2e2 ,

Notice that:

where:

the Equation 12 is equivalent to the following set of coupled partial differential equa
tions:

DI=O

An element A which bivectorial part vanishes is sometimes denoted by A. The opera
tion of grade involution is defined by:

This operation is an involution:

An element A =Ao+AIel +A2e2 +Al2 £E Clo,2i Ao, Ax, A2, A12 E JR can be decom
posed in what is called the scalar part, the vectorial part and the bivectorial part:

These equations are called the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations. A function 1
is called anti-left monogenic if:

is cilled the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator. Decomposing 1 as:

and does not correspond to the quaternionic conjugation. A function 1 on a domain
n c JR3 with values in C1o,2 is cilled left monogenic if:
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